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Taking Care of Me, 

While Taking Care of Them 
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Documenting Your Story 

 
 
 

I AM AN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATOR. 
I was born the first moment that a  

 Q U E S T I O N   
leaped from the mouth of a child.  

 

 

Throughout the course of a day I have been called upon to be an actor, 
friend, nurse and doctor, coach, finder of lost articles, money lender, taxi 
driver, psychologist, substitute parent, salesman, politician and a keeper of 

the faith. 
 

I have past that is rich in memories  

I have a present that is challenging, adventurous and fun because I 

am allowed to spend my days  

with the future! 
                                      John W. Schlitter (adapted) 
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We Salute You!! 

This day is designed for you and about you! 

Our commitment this day is to challenge you to 

begin living your best life ever! 
 

We must all agree that this day is not an accident. 
 All who are present are right where they need to be at this moment. 
Give yourself permission to be. Fully be present to gain the present. 

 
Find the treasure in this day. Seek to find the treasure within yourself.  

Allow yourself permission to think, feel and be. 
Allow yourself permission to wonder and ponder. 

Allow yourself permission to breathe. 
Allow yourself permission to stretch your head, heart and hand.   

Be kind to yourself. Be kind to other. 
Be true to yourself. Be true to others. 

Listen to understand. Rather than  judge or  fix, JUST Listen. 
Be fluid, flexible and fair to yourself and those around you. 

Be an offering. Be a friend to yourself and be a friend to another 
Be still and you will hear that voice saying,  

Yes, Beloved YOU ARE ENOUGH! 
 

I AM ____________________________ and I AM ENOUGH! 
I Am Smart Enough! 

I Am Beautiful Enough! 
I AM Good Enough! 

I AM Worthy Enough 
I AM ____________________________ and I AM ENOUGH!  

In order to have what you really want, you must first Identify WHO you are and know have 
the knowledge, skills and attributes to do the task at hand!  
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If your life was a T-Shirt what would it say? 
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Self-Care Assessment Worksheet 
This assessment tool provides an overview of effective strategies to maintain self-care. Please complete the full 
assessment.  You will choose an item that you would like to improve throughout the year, this will become your 
Renewal Goal. 
 
Using the scale below, rate the following areas in terms of frequency: 

 
Frequently Occasionally Rarely Never 

It never 
occurred 

to me 

Physical Self-Care      

Eat regularly (e.g. breakfast, lunch and dinner)      

Eat healthy      

Exercise      

Get regular medical care for prevention      

Get medical care when needed      

Take time off when needed      

Get massages      

Dance, swim, walk, run, play sports, sing, or do 
some other physical activity that is fun 

     

Take time to be sexual—with yourself, with a 
partner 

     

Get enough sleep      

Wear clothes you like      

Take vacations      

Take day trips or mini-vacations      

Make time away from telephones      

Other:      

Psychological Self-Care      

Make time for self-reflection      

Have your own personal psychotherapy      

Write in a journal      

Read literature that is unrelated to work      

Do something at which you are not expert or in 
charge 

     

Decrease stress in your life      

Let others know different aspects of you      

Notice your inner experience—listen to your 
thoughts, judgments, beliefs, attitudes, and feelings 

     

Engage your intelligence in a new area, e.g. go to an 
art museum, history exhibit, sports event, auction, 
theater performance 

     

Practice receiving from others      

Be curious      

Say “no” to extra responsibilities sometimes      

Other:      

Emotional Self-Care      
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Spend time with others whose company you enjoy      

Stay in contact with important people in your life      

Give yourself affirmations, praise yourself      

Love yourself      

Re-read favorite books, re-view favorite movies      

Identify comforting activities, objects, people, 
relationships, places and seek them out 

     

Allow yourself to cry      

Find things that make you laugh      

 
Frequently Occasionally Rarely Never 

It never 
occurred 

to me 

Express your outrage in social action, letters and 
donations, marches, protests 

     

Play with children      

Other:      

Spiritual Self-Care      

Make time for reflection      

Spend time with nature      

Find a spiritual connection or community      

Be open to inspiration      

Cherish your optimism and hope      

Be aware of nonmaterial aspects of life      

Try at times not to be in charge or the expert      

Be open to not knowing      

Identify what in meaningful to you and notice its 
place in your life 

     

Meditate      

Pray      

Sing      

Spend time with children      

Have experiences of awe      

Contribute to causes in which you believe      

Read inspirational literature (talks, music, etc.)      

Other:      

Workplace or Professional Self-Care      

Take a break during the workday (e.g. lunch)      

Take time to chat with co-workers      

Make quiet time to complete tasks      

Identify projects or tasks that are exciting and 
rewarding 

     

Set limits with your clients and colleagues      

Balance your caseload so that no one day or part of 
a day is “too much” 

     

Arrange your work space so it is comfortable and      
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comforting 

Get regular supervision or consultation      

Negotiate for your needs (benefits, pay raise)      

Have a peer support group      

Develop a non-trauma area of professional interest      

Other:      

Balance      

Strive for balance within your work-life and 

workday 

     

Strive for balance among work, family, 

relationships, play and rest 

     

 
Source: Transforming the Pain: A Workbook on Vicarious Traumatization. Saakvitne, Pearlman & Staff of TSI/CAAP (Norton, 1996) 

  
What is self-care? 
 
Self-care is any activity that we do deliberately in 
order to take care of our mental, emotional, and 
physical health. Although it’s a simple concept in 
theory, it’s something we very often overlook. Good 
self-care is key to improved mood and reduced 
anxiety. It’s also key to a good relationship with 
oneself and others!!! 

 https://psychcentral.com/blog/what-self-care-is-and-what-it-isnt-2/ 

 
1. Self-care is not selfish! 
2. Self-care is not expensive! 
3. Self-care is individualized! 
4. Self-care is not a task!! 
5. Self-care is worth it!!! 

 

https://psychcentral.com/blog/what-self-care-is-and-what-it-isnt-2/
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My Self Talk GUIDES MY Parallel TALK! 
 

Today I am grateful for 
____________________________________________________ 
 
Today I am afraid that 
____________________________________________________ 
 
Today I’m angry about 
____________________________________________________ 
 
Today I need to remember 
____________________________________________________ 
 
Today I plan to change 
____________________________________________________ 
 
Today I am happy that 
____________________________________________________ 
 
If anything were possible, my life would look like 
____________________________________________________ 
 
Today I open my heart to 
____________________________________________________ 
 
Today I really hope 
____________________________________________________ 
 
Today give myself permission to 
____________________________________________________ 
 
I would rather 
____________________________________________________ 
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If I had a little blue box 

to put my __________ in 
I’d take her/him out and 

Kiss, Kiss, Kiss and put him/her in. 

________________ ___________________ 
________________ ___________________ 
________________ ___________________ 
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Give Yourself Five. 
You are invited to mediate. 

BE Still. BE Calm.BE Quiet. 

You have the right to begin and end your day in you. 

 

Close your eyes. Take a few breathes. 

Come on. Let’s try this again. 

Take a deep breath from your belly. 

Take another deep breath from your belly. 

Focus on your breathing. 

 

You are safe. You are Love. You are ENOUGH. 

 

Encourage your mind, heart, body and spirit to move toward one another 

You are moving. You are safe. You are Love. You are ENOUGH 

Take that deep breath from your belly. 

Let your mind wonder it will find its way to your heart, body and spirit  

 

You are safe. You are Love. You are ENOUGH. 

 

Take a deep breath from your belly. 

Take another deep breath from your belly. 

Focus on your breathing. 

Breathe from YOUR belly. Breathe in YOUR truth. Breathe in YOUR peace. 

Breathe in YOUR love. BREATHE in your joy.  

BREATHE IN YOUR LIFE 

 

You are safe. You are Love. You are ENOUGH 

Be calm. 

] 

Listen. Listen. Listen. 

Listen to YOUR Breathing.  

You are breathing. You are breathing. You are breathing. 

Feel YOUR truth. Feel YOUR peace. Feel YOUR love. Feel YOUR joy.  

Reach and Touch your anchor. 

You are safe. You are Love. You are ENOUGH. 

BE Still. BE Calm.BE Quiet. 

Breathe and BE Still. Breathe and Be Still. Breathe and BE Still. 

You are safe. You are Love. You are ENOUGH. 
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ACES Questionnaire  
The most important thing to remember is that the ACE score is meant as a guideline: If you 
experienced other types of toxic stress over months or years, then those would likely increase 

your risk of health consequences.  You are not defined by your ACE-score.  
 
Prior to your 18th birthday:  

Statements No  Yes 

Did a parent or other adult in the household often or very often… 
Swear at you, insult you, put you down, or humiliate you? or Act in 
a way that made you afraid that you might be physically hurt?  

  

Did a parent or other adult in the household often or very often… 
Push, grab, slap, or throw something at you? or Ever hit you so 
hard that you had marks or were injured?  

  

Did an adult or person at least 5 years older than you ever… Touch 
or fondle you or have you touch their body in a sexual way? or 
Attempt or actually have oral, anal, or vaginal intercourse with 
you? 

  

Did you often or very often feel that … No one in your family loved 
you or thought you were important or special? or Your family 
didn’t look out for each other, feel close to each other, or support 
each other 

  

Did you often or very often feel that … You didn’t have enough to 
eat, had to wear dirty clothes, and had no one to protect you? or 
Your parents were too drunk or high to take care of you or take 
you to the doctor if you needed it?  

  

Were your parents ever separated or divorced?    
Was your mother or stepmother: Often or very often pushed, 
grabbed, slapped, or had something thrown at her? or Sometimes, 
often, or very often kicked, bitten, hit with a fist, or hit with 
something hard? or Ever repeatedly hit over at least a few minutes 
or threatened with a gun or knife?  

  

Did you live with anyone who was a problem drinker or alcoholic, 
or who used street drugs? 

  

Was a household member depressed or mentally ill, or did a 
household member attempt suicide? 

  

Did a household member go to prison?      

Now add up your “Yes” answers:       This is your ACE Score__________________ 
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Sometimes in life YOU 
Just gotta tell folk to 
 KISS YOUR ACES!!! 
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Well Becoming Unwell Unwell Recovering 

Personally 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Personally 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Personally 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Personally 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Professionally 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Professionally 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Professionally 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Professionally 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What do you need to 
sustain and maintain 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What might I need 
to get back to well  

 

What might I need to 
get back to well  

What might I need to 
get back to well  
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ECE CHILD DEVELOPMENT 101 
Where are YOU on this pyramid? What are you needing to move up? 

 
Maslow 

 
 

  
 Check Your Tribe! Who is in your circles? 
 
 Bronfenbrenner 
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Neurons to Neighborhoods 
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EXPLORING YOU 
Take a few moments draw an image of you. On the frame write words that best describe you!! 
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Art You Amazing!!! 
What would I do without your smart mouth? 
Drawing me in, and you kicking me out 
You've got my head spinning, no kidding, I can't pin you down 
What's going on in that beautiful mind 
I'm on your magical mystery ride 
And I'm so dizzy, don't know what hit me, but I'll be alright 
My head's under water 
But I'm breathing fine 
You're crazy and I'm out of my mind 
'Cause all of me 
Loves all of you 
Love your curves and all your edges 
All your perfect imperfections 
Give your all to me 
I'll give my all to you 
You're my end and my beginning 
Even when I lose I'm winning 
'Cause I give you all of me 
And you give me all of you, oh oh 
How many times do I have to tell you 
Even when you're crying you're beautiful too 

-John Legend, All of Me 
 

 You are the most beautiful, simply-complex, priceless 22 line of poetry ever created! 
 You have a “targeted audience” 
 You are to be sought and found! 
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Exploring YOU: The Interview  
When was the last time YOU experienced a moment of real joy? What were you 

doing and feeling?  
 
 
 
 
 

What would it take for you to 
experience real happiness?  

If I had all the courage I ever hoped 
for, what would YOU want in your life? 

What would you be doing? 
 
 
 
 
 

If it didn’t matter what other people 
though, what would you try? 

How would your life be different?  
 
 
 
 
 

When do you feel the most powerful 
and at peace?  

What would it take to make you feel 
whole and fulfilled; to know that YOU 
are being who YOU are meant to be?  

 
 
 
 
 

Who do YOU want to be that YOU do 
not feel YOU are , yet?  

Describe, in detail, the life of your dreams.. your “best life.” 
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How Did I Get Here?  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thoughts become Words. Words Become Actions. Actions become Habits. Habits become the way 
we live our lives! 
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 In-Compass 
Which best describes you?  

  
 
 

How accurate is your Compass Point? 
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In-Compass 
 

My Primary Compass is ______________________________________________ 
 
I tend to 
___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Some perceived strengths about my style are: 
___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
Some perceived limitations about my style are 
___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
I compass style I might find challenging to work with might be? Why?  
___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Others I work with might need to know about my In-compass style to effectively 
and efficiently work together 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 

 
What I find of value in my style and the other styles 
 

North South West East 
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3rd Law of Motion: Cause and Effect 
There are two ways of exerting one’s strength: One is pushing down, the other is pulling up.” 
                                             -Booker T. Washington 
Exercise # 1: 
Every action, thought, and feeling is motivated by an intention 
and is a cause that exists as one with an effect. If we participate 
in the cause, it is not possible for us not to participate in the 
effect. In this most profound way, we are held responsible for 
our actions, thoughts and feelings, which are to say, for our 
every situation. We ourselves shall partake of the fruit of our 
every intention. It is therefore, wise for us to become aware of 
the many intentions that inform our experience, to sort out 
which intentions produce which effects, and to choose our 
intentions according to the effects that we desire to produce. 

 
INTENTION THOUGHT CHOICE/ACTION 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 

  

What goes around Comes around!! 
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3rd Law of Motion: Cause and Effect 
There are two ways of exerting one’s strength: One is pushing down, the other is pulling up.” 
                                             -Booker T. Washington 
Exercise # 2: Responsibility 
The POWER of intention multiples when YOU realize YOU are 
responsible for your choices.  

1. Am I taking responsibility for my intentions, thoughts, 
actions and choices? 

2. I accept I can’t control everything in my life, but I can take 
responsibility and I can respond rather than react to what 
is happening in my life. 

3. I am right where I am supposed to be. I am ENOUGH. 
Where in your life are you blaming 

others? Whom? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When do you feel powerless? 
 
 
 
 

Where in your life are you waiting for 
someone else to do something that 
will change your life? What? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What will it take to create the life you 
really want? Are you will to do what it 
takes? 

What goes around Comes around!! 
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3rd Law of Motion: Cause and Effect 
There are two ways of exerting one’s strength: One is pushing down, the other is pulling up.” 
                                             -Booker T. Washington 
Exercise # 3: Choice 
To create a new life, you must make new choices.  What areas 
do you want to bring about change in your life? What are the 
real intentions you bring into this process? 

Circumstances NEW  Intention 
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1. Math. 
2. Safety. 
3. Courtesy. 
4. Honesty. 
5. Grammar. 
6. Reliability. 
7. Flexibility. 
8. Team skills. 
9. Eye contact.  
10. Cooperation.  
11. Adaptability. 
12. Follow rules. 
13. Self-directed. 
14  Good attitudes.  
15. Writing skills.  
16. Driver's license.  
17. Dependability.  
18. Advanced math.  
19. Self-supervising.  
20. Good references.  
21. Being drug free.   
22. Good attendance.  
23. Personal energy.  
24. Work experience.  
25. Ability to measure.  
26. Personal integrity. 
27. Good work history.  
28. Positive work ethic. 
29. Interpersonal skills.  
30. Motivational ‘ 
31. Valuing education.   
32. Personal chemistry.  
33. Willingness to learn.  
34. Common sense.   
35. Critical thinking skills.  
36. Knowledge of fractions.  
37. Reporting to work on time.  
38. Use of rulers and calculators.  
39. Good personal appearance.  
40. Wanting to do a good job. 
41. Basic spelling and grammar.  
42. Reading and comprehension.  
43. Ability to follow regulations.  
44. Willingness to be accountable. 
45. Ability to fill out a job application.  
46. Ability to make production quotas. 

47. Basic manufacturing skills training.  
48. Awareness of how business works. 
49. Staying on the job until it is finished. 
50. Ability to read and follow instructions. 
51. Willingness to work second and third 
shifts.  
52. Caring about seeing the company 
succeed.  
53. Understanding what the world is all 
about.  
54. Ability to listen and document what you 
have heard. 
55. Commitment to continued training and 
learning. 
56. Willingness to take instruction and 
responsibility. 
57. Ability to relate to coworkers in a close 
environment. 
58. Not expecting to become a supervisor in 
the first six months. 
59. Willingness to be a good worker and go 
beyond the traditional eight-hour day. 
60. Communication skills with public, fellow 
employees, supervisors, and customers 
 

Soft Skills 
Are Real! 
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Exercise One:   What Do You Believe About Yourself? 
 

Define 20 positive beliefs 
that have defined you. 

Define 20 negative beliefs 
that have defined you. 

1.__________________ 
2.__________________ 
3.__________________ 
4.__________________ 
5.__________________ 
6.__________________ 
7.__________________ 
8.__________________ 
9.__________________ 
10._________________ 
11._________________ 
12._________________ 
13._________________ 
14._________________ 
15._________________ 
16._________________ 
17._________________ 
18._________________ 
19._________________ 
20.__________________ 

1.__________________ 
2.__________________ 
3.__________________ 
4.__________________ 
5.__________________ 
6.__________________ 
7.__________________ 
8.__________________ 
9.__________________ 
10._________________ 
11._________________ 
12._________________ 
13._________________ 
14._________________ 
15._________________ 
16._________________ 
17._________________ 
18._________________ 
19._________________ 
20.__________________ 
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Exercise Two: What Do You Believe About Your World  ? 
 
RELATIONSHIP 
The beliefs I have about my relationships with others are (For example: I am open-
hearted: I am afraid; I am trusting; I am skeptical; etc.) 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

FINANCES 
The beliefs I have about money are (For example : Money don’t grow on trees: I believe I 
have everything I need;,; I will not be happy until I have more money; Money is the 
means to an end; etc. 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

WORK/CAREER 
The beliefs I have about work are (For example: There’s no limit to what I can 
accomplish. Work is a paycheck; There is a glass ceiling; Work is fulfilling, etc. 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

CONTRIBUTION/COMMUNITY 
The belief I have about contributing to others are (For example: I feel a sense of 
belonging; I get something back by being of service; I feel obligated to participate, to 
support my family, etc.) 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

“You can’t connect the dots looking forward, you can only connect them looking backwards. So you 
must trust that the dots will somehow connect in your future. “ Steve Jobs 
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Exercise Three: Rethink, Redefine and Rejuvenate Me! 
What does my head desire for me 

 
What does my heart desire for me 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“It’s not too late to be what you might have been” 
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Exercise Mirror, Mirror on the Wall: Understanding My Mirror Neurons and Vagas Nerve 

 
“People speak of “Karma” or say, “You reap what you sow.” It’s like this “What I radiate out reflects who I am as well as what I receive. It is simple preschool 101!”  
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Excuse Me; Your Life Is Speaking To You! 
 

“You must be willing to toss out the life plans you made for yourself to have the 
amazing life awaiting you! 

 
 

What are the goals and plans that you currently hold for yourself 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

”I showed up for this course called life and I am supposed to learn from the triumph, joy, trials, and 
barriers, big and small. What da? So can I inquire about a refund and the drop date? 
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Exercise One: You Didn’t Just Get Right Here!! 
Crisis Problem Lesson Message  Whispers  

Divorce 
Leaving Job 
Addictions 
Finances 

Relationships 
Health 

 

No or lack of 
Communication 

I denied my 
truth about my 

feelings and 
perspective 

I felt 
resentment 
building up 

I was not at 
ease or was 
frustrated  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

What are the whispers and signs I need to notice TODAY!!! 
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“You’ve always had the power, my dear. You’ve had it all along. “ 
-Glinda, The Good Witch, The Wizard of Oz  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Trace your hand in this box. Draw, write, scribe, design all the beautiful 
and powerful things your hands have experienced in this world!! 

A Letter of Love 
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Dear Self _____________________, 
“Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. 
Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond 
measure. It is our light, not our darkness that 
frightens us. We ask ourselves, who and I to be 
brilliant, gorgeous, talented and fabulous. You 
are a child of God. You playing small doesn’t 
serve the world. There’s nothing enlightened 
about shrinking so that other people won’t feel 
insecure around you. We are born to make and 
manifest the glory of God that is within us. It’s 
not just in some of us; it’s in everyone. And as we 
let our own light show, we unconsciously give 
others people permission to do the same. As we 
liberated from our own fear, our presence 
automatically liberates others. “  
 
 
 
A Return to Love: Reflections on the Principals of a Course in Miracles, Marianne Williamson (Harper-Collins, 1996  
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The Top Six Lies We Believe About Ourselves 
 

Lies Truth Your Response 
I’m not worth anything You are valuable, priceless. My value is 

determined by how others view me or the 
standards set by externals. 

 

I need to learn to love myself  You are ENOUGH. You are designed, 
desired and demonstrate love. What if you 
allowed the love to move and work 
through you? 

 

I can’t help the way I am  When you know who’s you are  you will 
present in that manner. I am responsible 
for every one of my choices regardless of 
the outcome I am love and I am ENOUGH! 

 

I have my rights  Yield to your right and recognize that you 
are a present of promise, potential, 
privilege, power, promise and possibility  

 

Physical beauty matters 
more than inner beauty 

Physical beauty will flee. But character and 
spirit say way more than we will ever 
know.  Check your beauty, order, 
excellence and grace.  

 

I should not have to live with 
these unfulfilled longings  

What is the root of your yearning and 
unfulfilled longing?  Is it from the heart or 
from the head?  
s it conscious or unconscious?  

 

“The beauty of the awakening is that the walls come down from around your heart to allow you to be more fully engaged and connected to 
the person. “ 

Kristine Carson 
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Exercise Two: See Your Awesomeness!! 
 

Name five moments in your life when you really felt you 
were at your best! 

1. 
 
 

2. 3. 4. 5. 
 
 
 

 
Name 10 qualities you cherish about yourself!!! 
1. 2. 

 
3. 4. 

 
5. 6. 

 
7. 8. 

 
9. 10. 
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Exercise Three: The Filling Of Your Cup!! 

 
If you owned the fullness of your awesomeness in every day- in 
every way- what would that life look like?  
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________ 

 
What might be 5 intentions will you commit to move you 
toward your most full awesome life?  
 

1. _______________________________________________ 
2. _______________________________________________ 
3. _______________________________________________ 
4. _______________________________________________ 
5. _______________________________________________ 

 

 
I am ________________. I am ENOUGH! I am Beautiful ENOUGH. 
I am Brilliant ENOUGH! I am Healthy ENOUGH. I am Wealthy 
ENOUGH.  I AM WHOLE ENOUGH because am connected to my 
anchor. My anchor is secure, strong and sound ENOUGH to lead 
me, guide me, protect me and love me. MY I AM Tells me I AM 
ENOUGH so no longer will I doubt my truth, peace, joy and love. I 
am ________________. I am ENOUGH! 
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Wisdom from My Lips 2 Your Heart 
 

 

1. Everything I need to live my life. 

 

2. Honey, you were designed for the struggle. That is why you have a big 

head, wide shoulders and hips, bold breast, the ability to strut!! 

 

3. Move in the Will and get off the wheel!! 

 

4. Your Real is YOUR Reel! 

 

5. PR 101: Let people talk! Child, weather it is good or bad PR it is FREE! 

PR good or bad lets me know I am getting NOTICED!! 

 

6. People are all an outrageous about the dark, evil, unwell things that are 

happening in the world. One, these acts are not new. It has always 

occurred. The difference is it’s on the surface- access, opportunity, 

intensity and audience. Two, the devil has not wavered from his job 

description –kill, steal and destroy. Maybe, just maybe, WE HAVE! 

 

7. When you go out in the streets remember everyone wasn’t raised like 

you 

 

8. You gotta know when to roll’em, know when to fold’em. Know when to 

walk away and know when to run like hell.  

 

9. !We speak of our works in Early Childhood Education as a calling. What 

if we rethought and responded with each person entered the world 

called! 

 

10. Learn the difference between someone in conflict with you and 

someone having conflict in what they see within you! 
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Self-Compassion is not judging yourself or to judge you, 
not blaming yourself, getting to know and accepting 
yourself, forgiving yourself, loving yourself, helping 
yourself, overcome insecurities respecting yourself and 
protecting yourself. 
 
 
 

Safe Spaces to begin practicing compassion 
1. The full length mirror. 
2. In the car. 
3. In your work space 
4. Notes in your purse or tote 
5. Leave notes in your laundry 
6. Call your phone and leave yourself and message 
7. Go to restaurants and announce it’s your birthday. 
8. Go places by yourself to really find out if you really enjoy it! 
9. Watch your tribe! 
10. Raise your standards!  
11. Great others with “Hello Awesome” What’s Up Rock Star!!  

When they ask you how you are doing be over the top “ I am 
groovy!!  

12. Work YOUR PR- What messages are you sending” 
13. Own your crap!!   
14. Perfect your signature laugh! 
15. Make that first move!!! 
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Other Great Ideas I can do for myself!!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Because I am Worth It!! 
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So Many Books, So Little Time 
 

All I Really Need To Know I Learned in Kindergarten Robert Fughum  
What On Earth Am I Here For? Rick Warren 
Making It So Robert Von Laarhaven 
Lies Women Believe Nancy Leigh DeMoss 
How Successful People Think John Maxwell 
The Giving Box Fred Rogers 
The Happiness Project Gretchen Rubin 
Everybody Needs a Rock Byrd Baylor 
The Great Silent Grandmother Gathering Sharon Mehdi 
Who Will Cry For the Little Boy   Antwone Fisher 
Attitude 101   John C. Maxwell 
Rainbow Roun Mah Shoulder   Linda Beatrice Brown 
God Can Move Mountains Father Ralph W. Beiting 
Prayer of Jabez Bruce Wilkinson 
Dear Mr. Rogers, Does It Ever Rain in Your Neighborhood? Fred Rogers 
Meditations from Conversations With God Neale Donald Walsh 
Take A Closer Look Bryan McAnally 
Wisdom for Today Chuck Smith 
Who Moved My Cheese? Spencer Johnson, M.D. 
Repacking Your Bag Richard J. Leider & David A. Shapiro 
The Girl with The Brown Crayon   Vivian Paley 
The Day the Crayons Quit Drew Daywalt 
The Secret to Exceptional Living Joyce Meyers 
Returning For Personal Revival –Larry White 
If Experience Is Such A Good Teacher Why Do I Keep Repeating The 
Course?  J. Ellsworth Kalas 
Where the Side Walk Ends Shel Silverstein 
Hillbilly Elegy –J.D. Vance  
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Dearest Me, 

I Am  
Enough! 

Now go live your  
best life ever!    
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 "For The First Time" 
 

You say you never danced to a dashboard singin' R.E.M. under 
summer stars 
Never leaned back on a jet black Chevy, blowing smoke rings in the 
dark 
You don't want to be a rumor, girl, and I feel just the same 
Yeah, I know that you don't know me well but we can make that 
change 
 
When was the last time you did something for the first time? 
Yeah, let yourself go, follow that feeling 
Maybe something new is what you're needing 
Like a real life, let your hair down, feel alive 
When was the last time you did something for the first time? 
 
Say you never drank from the bottle of some two dollar wine, run 
barefoot through the mud 
Never had the right kiss stolen from your lips, while you watched the 
sun come up 
Well, I know your friends are watching and they probably disapprove 
But give me just half a chance, girl, I'm daring you 
 
When was the last time you did something for the first time? 
Yeah, let yourself go, follow that feeling 
Maybe something new is what you're needing 
Like a real life, let your hair down, feel alive 
When was the last time you did something for the first time? 
 
Now the way you're looking says you're living 
I hope I ain't reading wrong 
Cause the way you're shining I think you're thinking 
It's been way too long 
 
When was the last time you did something for the first time? 
Yeah yeah, let yourself go, come on follow that feeling 
Maybe something new is what you're needing 
Like a real life, let your hair down, feel alive, alive 
When was the last time oh you did something for the first time, girl? 
Come on, baby 
When was the last time yeah you did something for the first time? 

Make a List and GO at IT!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Make sure you do it with 
a smile and open heart!!! 

https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/dariusrucker/forthefirsttime.html 

https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/dariusrucker/forthefirsttime.html
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Set Your Goals 
 

Short Term Goal (What) How  Who Where When 

 
 
 
 

    

 

Short Term Goal (What) How  Who Where When 

 
 
 
 

    

 

Long  Term Goal (What) How  Who Where When 

 
 
 
 

    

 

Long  Term Goal (What) How  Who Where When 

 
 
 
 

    

 

Long Term Goal (What) How  Who Where When 
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  Give Yourself Permission To Just Be!  


